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The monotonicity of the two variable Holder mean is a consequence of a certainÈ
inequality for log cosh x. This in turn is shown to be a limiting case of an inequality
not involving any transcendental functions. The proof of this elementary inequality
is based on the preliminary result that H F L where H and L are the2 nq1 n n n
Holder and Lehmer means of order n. Some further inequalities for log cosh x areÈ
also proved. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
The subject of classical inequalities may be thought of as stemming from
the simple observation that
1r20 F xy F x q y r2, x , y G 0. 1.1 .  .  .
Among its consequences and generalizations are
x a y b F a x q b y , x , y G 0, a , b G 0, a q b s 1, 1.2 .
1rnn n1
x F x , x G 0, 1.3 . i i i / niy1 iy1
1r tt tx q y
is nondecreasing in t for t real, 1.4 . /2
u
0 F log cosh u F u tanh , 1.5 .
2
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and
sinh ua sinh ub
a bx y F x q y ,
sinh u sinh u
x , y G 0, a , b G 0, a q b s 1, 1.6 .
0 F u F log xry . .
 .  . y1 uThe left inequality of 1.5 is just 1.1 with y s x s e , but the right one
 .  .is rather more: it can be shown to imply 1.4 , of which 1.1 is a special
 .limiting case let t ª 0 . Our main result, Theorem 2 of Section 3, is a
 .``reductionistic'' version of 1.5 . It is deduced from Theorem 1 of Section
2, an inequality between the means of Holder and Lehmer, that is muchÈ
w xstronger than that given in B, p. 2 . Theorem 3 of Section 4 is a sequence
of inequalities between six hyperbolic functions that incorporates the
 .Lazarevic inequality, and considerably refines 1.5 .Â
The term ``reductionism'' has been used to describe the process of
making results in mathematical analysis more elementary by replacing
x  .n weach statement involving e by one involving 1 q xrn ; see D-N-S, S1,
x  .S2, S3 of course, this results in statements with more variables . Theorem
2 is yet another example of reductionism.
 . w xFor 1.6 see S4 .
È2. AN INEQUALITY BETWEEN HOLDER AND
LEHMER MEANS
w xOur terminology here is taken from B-B, p. 232 wherein
1r tt ta q b
H a, b s 2.1 .  .t  /2
and
atq1 q btq1
L a, b s 2.2 .  .t t ta q b
wdenote the Holder and Lehmer means of a, b G 0. We note that B-B,È
x w xp.269 gives the 1950 paper B as the standard reference on Lehmer
w x w xmeans, although the name stems from the 1971 paper L . From B, p. 2
 .we find that in our notation
H a, b F L a, b . 2.3 .  .  .tq1 t
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We now establish
THEOREM 1. Let n G 0 be a real number. Then
H a, b F L a, b .  .2 nq1 n
and this is best possible in the sense that 2n q 1 cannot be replaced by any
larger function of n.
Proof. To see that this is best possible observe that
« M y 1
2H s H 1 q « , 1 s 1 q q « q ??? .M M 2 8
while
« N
2L s L 1 q « , 1 s 1 q q « q ??? . .N N 2 4
Thus H F L for « small implies M y 1 F 2 N.M N
By homogeneity it suffices to prove the inequality of Theorem 1 for
a G 1 and b s 1. First observe that
n 2n q 2 a2 nq1 y n q 1 2n q 1 a2 n q n q 1 G 0 2.4 .  .  .  .  .
 .since this is true for a s 1 and the left side is increasing just differentiate .
This implies that
na2 nq2 y n q 1 a2 nq1 q n q 1 a y n G 0 2.5 .  .  .
 .by the same argument. Now 2.5 says that
n anq1 n q 1 a .
q F . 2.6 .n 2 nq1 nq1a q 1 a q 1 a q 1
 .From 2.6 and logarithmic differentiation it follows that
 .1r 2 nq1nq1 2 nq1a q 1 a q 1
2.7 .n /  /a q 1 2
is increasing for a G 1, and the result follows.
3. THE MAIN RESULT AND ITS CONSEQUENCES
 . In Theorem 1 let b s 1 and make the change of variable a s 1 q s r 1
.  .2y s so that the case a G 1 becomes 0 F s - 1. Since 1 " 2 s F 1 " s , it
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yields
n n
1 q s 1 q 2 s q 1 y s 1 y 2 s .  .  .  .
2
2 nq1 2 nq11 q s q 1 y s .  .
F
2
2 nq1nq1 nq11 q s q 1 y s .  .
F n n
1 q s q 1 y s .  .
2 nq1n n
1 q s y 1 y s .  .
s 1 q s . 3.1 .n n
1 q s q 1 y s .  .
Let x G 0 and choose N so that 0 F xr2 N F 1. Then we have
THEOREM 2. For n G 0, x G 0, and x - 2 N,
n n
1 q xr2 N 1 q xrN q 1 y xr2 N 1 y xrN .  .  .  .
2
2 nq1n n
x 1 q xr2 N y 1 y xr2 N .  .
F 1 q . 3.2 .n n2 N 1 q xr2 N q 1 y xr2 N .  .
For a special limiting case take logarithms, set n s N, and let N ª `.
We obtain
x
log cosh x F x tanh . 3.3 .  .
2
 .  .We now use 3.3 indeed we only need a weakened form of it to obtain
 .1.4 . Note that
11r t’H a, b s ab cosh ut , u s log arb , 3.4 .  .  .  .t 2
and
d tu tanh tu y log cosh ut
log H st 2dt t
tu tanh tur2 y log cosh ut .
G G 0. 3.5 .2t
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It is curious that Theorem 1, even if restricted to positive integers n,
 .implies 1.4 , a statement about all real t.
 .Inequality 3.3 may also be proved by differentiation. We have tanh x
F x for x G 0, so
x x x x
2 2 2 2sinh x cosh y sinh F x cosh q sinh /  /2 2 2 2
and hence
x
22 sinh x F sinh x q x q sinh x q x tanh . .
2
This leads to
4 sinh xr2 cosh xr2 x x .  .
F 2 sinh cosh q x2 2 21 q tanh xr2 .
and
x x
tanh x F tanh q .22 2 cosh xr2 .
 .Hence for x G 0 the left side of 3.3 increases more slowly than the right
 .side just differentiate .
4. A STACK OF CONCAVE FUNCTIONS
We now prove
THEOREM 3.
1 1 3 x 2
coth x y F log cosh x F coth y
x x 2 3 x
x
F tanh F tanh x
2
3 xr2 .
F coth 3 xr2 y , 4.1 .  .2sinh 3 xr2 .
the graphs of all of these functions are conca¨e downwards, and each function
increases from 0 to 1 as x increases from 0 to `.
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 .For y s tanh kx for any k ) 0 the concavity is straightforward, and for
 . w xy s log cosh x rx it is proved in P-S, pp. 109]110 . Next,
32d 1 2 sinh x
coth x y s cosh x y ; 4.2 .2 2 /  / /x xdx sinh x
wthe nonpositivity of this expression is precisely Lazarevic's inequality M,Â
xp. 270 . For the rightmost expression we need the following lemma, which
is yet another generalization of the fact that 1 F cosh x.
LEMMA 4.1. 3 x F sinh 3 x F x cosh 3 x q 2 x F 3 x cosh 3 x.
Proof. Only the center inequality poses any difficulty. From
6 sinh 3 x F 3 sinh 3 x q 9 x cosh 3 x
we obtain
2 cosh 3 x F 3 x sinh 3 x q 2
by differentiation, and from
3 cosh 3 x F cosh 3 x q 3 x sinh 3 x q 2
we obtain the center inequality by differentiation.
Now simply note that
d2 3 x 3 xr2 27 y2 x y x cosh 3 x q sinh 3 x .
coth y s .2 2 4 /2dx sinh 3 xr2 . 4 sinh 3 xr2 . .
4.3 .
 .That each function in the inequality 4.1 is increasing is easily seen by
examining first derivatives. Thus it remains to verify the inequalities
themselves. This requires some further lemmas.
LEMMA 4.2. For x G 0,
3 x 2 x
coth y F tanh .
2 3 x 2
Proof. For t G 1 we have
t 3 y 1 t q 1 .  .
f t s y 3 log t G 0 . 2t q 1 t .
since
4 2t y 1 t q t q 1 .  .
Xf t s . . 22 2t 1 q t .
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Now set t s 1ru where 0 - u F 1. Then
1 q u3 1 y u 2 u q u3 2 .
y s F .3 31 q u 3 log 1ru1 y u 1 q u 1 y u  . .  .
Now set u s eyx to obtain the result.
LEMMA 4.3. For x G 0,
3 x 3 xr2 .
tanh x F coth y .22 sinh 3 xr2 .
 .2 . 2 3Proof. From 0 F t y 1 1 q 2 t s 1 y 3t q 2 t we derive
3 F coshy2 x q 2 cosh x ,
so
3 x F tanh x q 2 sinh x
by differentiation. Thus
3 x x
3 x cosh x F sinh x q sinh 2 x s 2 sinh cosh /2 2
or
ysinh 3 x y x F sinh x y 3 x cosh x . .
This in turn yields
cosh 3 x y 1 sinh x F sinh 3 x y 3 x cosh x . .  .
 .Now write 3 x s 2 3 xr2 , apply both hyperbolic double angle formulas,
and divide by cosh x. The result is
3 x 3 x 3 x
22 sinh tanh x F 2 sinh cosh y 3 x 4.4 .
2 2 2
which immediately implies the desired inequality.
Since
3 x 2
log cosh x F x coth y
2 3
 .holds in the limiting sense at x s 0, it follows for x G 0 by differentiation
and Lemma 4.3. Finally, a simple proof of the left-most inequality was
w x  .given in S5 , so 4.1 is established.
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w xWe note that S5 also established that
pp ps sinh p q s u s .
1 q F F 1 q cosh pu 4.5 . /  / /p sinh pu p
 .for 0 F s F 1, 0 F u, and 1 F p. The left-most inequality of 4.1 follows
also from the limiting case p ª ` of the above.
5. REMARKS
A sizable catalogue of inequalities between hyperbolic functions may be
w x w xgleaned from P-S, S4, S5 . The papers P-S, S4 were intended to contain
w xall references to the theory of relative errors, but B , which begins by
solving the problem of minimizing the sum of the squares of the relative
errors, was not referenced there.
 .  .In 4.1 the second and last inequalities from the left are fairly tight:
some numerical calculations indicate that the maximal difference between
the two sides can be at most 0.009216 and 0.01527 at x s 2.1764 . . . and
.x s 1.3918 . . . , respectively . Now one may go yet further and attach
1 sinh x 1
log F coth x y ; /x x x
this is equivalent to the inequality between the logarithmic and identric
 .means. This raises the following question. Call as is sometimes done a
 .  .polynomial in x, exp c x , . . . , exp c x an exponomial. Alternatively, an1 n
exponomial is a solution of a constant coefficient linear differential equa-
 .tion. Is there a sequence of functions f x , n s 1, 2, 3, . . . , each a ratio ofn
exponomials and each increasing from 0 to 1 as x increases from 0 to `,
such that
 . Y .1 f x F 0 for x G 0,n
 .  .  .  .  .2 either f x F f x for all x G 0 or f x F f x for all x G 0,n m m n
 .  .  .  .3 assertion 2 remains valid if f x is replaced by 1rx log cosh xm
  .  ..or by 1rx log sinh xrx , and
 .  . 4 in some neighborhood of the graph of y s 1rx log cosh x or of
 .  ..  .1rx log sinh xrx the graphs of the f x are dense with respect to then
 .uniform supremum norm?
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